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The UCL IOE Confucius Institute wish you a Merry 
Christmas and Happy New Year. We hope you have 

a safe and relaxing break. 
  

 

UCL IOE 孔子学院祝您圣诞节快乐。祝您有个平安
、喜乐和放松的假期时光。 
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT: 
 

St Mary Magdalene Academy 
 

 

Based in North London, St Mary Magdalene Academy 
had a special bit of news to share. Head of Mandarin 
Yadi Luo informed us of a great achievement by one of 
their students... 

St Mary Magdalene student Avery Dietrich proudly represented the UK in the 
international Chinese Bridge competition. Avery competed against 98 



 

contestants from 50 countries who were all battling for a place in the quarter 
final. Avery presented a speech and a talent performance based on traditional 
Chinese culture. He was also quizzed on Chinese history and geography.  
 

 

Avery Dietrich presenting his self introduction speech. 

 

Avery scored 71 out of 100 marks in total, although not high enough for him to 
enter the quarter final, it was a remarkable achievement given he is one of the 
youngest contestants in the competition and we only had 5 days to prepare for 
Part 2. This was the history and geography quiz with both questions and 
possible choices written in Chinese, there were questions that I didn't know the 
answers to as a native Chinese, we are very proud of Avery and this 
achievement. 
 
Yadi Luo 
Head of Mandarin 
St Mary Magdalene Academy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 

 

Avery Dietrich spoke to us about his achievement in the 
competition and the reward of being offered a 
scholarship to study for a semester at a University in 
China... 

 

There's a lot to say about this competition. To be surrounded by competitors of 
such talent and commitment to Chinese language and culture can only be 
described as an honour. I walk away from the competition with a newly 
invigorated spirit and determination to achieve a mastery of the language that 
was so incredibly and elegantly displayed by my fellow competitors. It was a 
great insight into the level of students' Mandarin level around the world, and 
although I thought my level was decent, it was nowhere near the raw skill 
demonstrated by some of my competitors.   

 

 

 

Avery Dietrich with his award certificates. 

Tremendous gratitude and infinite excitement can be the only way in which I 
describe my feelings about the reward for my performance. I was elated in 
finding out that I had been given a scholarship to study for a semester at a 



 

selected university in China with free accommodation, and it may be 
redeemed anytime between 2021-2023, so I plan on finishing my GCSEs 
and A Levels before embarking. I cannot wait to experience what I'm sure 
will be a life-changing 5 months. I look to the future with great positivity and 
explorative mindset, to see where next the Chinese language will take me. I 
must thank deeply everyone involved for the opportunity to compete and 
achieve. 

 

- Avery Dietrich 
St Mary Magdalene Academy 
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TEACHING AND ACTIVITIES 
 

 

The Urswick School in East London has introduced the 
learning of Chinese characters in a creative way. 
Mandarin Teacher Shan Li shared what her approach 
with us... 

 

Here at the Urswick school we have always been passionate about learning 
different languages.  Over the last five years Mandarin Chinese has embedded 
fully in our curriculum. We now have students learning Mandarin Chinese from 
Year 7 to Year 13. Our students are culturally diverse and 91% of our students 
are from minority ethnic backgrounds. Mandarin is not an optional subject 
starting from year 7. This means it is very important to motivate the students to 
learn Mandarin. 



  

 

Student matchstick designs of Chinese characters, students on trip in 
China (left) and creating more characters with paper (right). 

 
 

Besides learning Chinese songs and introducing Chinese culture, we encourage 
learning characters with a 'creative & fun approach’, which has worked very well 
for our students. Instead of copying characters, we ask our students to ‘build’ 
characters using matches, playdough and used newspapers. ‘Believe and 
achieve’ is our school motto, we need our students to believe that they can do 
Mandarin, they will do well in Mandarin, with this positive attitude, their 
enthusiasm, they will achieve their full potential in learning Mandarin.  
 
 - Shan Li 
Confucius Classroom Manager 
The Urswick School  



 

Trinity School of John Whitgift in Croydon runs a 
Taichi Kung Fu Fan Dance activity with students. 
Trinity’s Head of Mandarin Peishu Lin tells us more... 
 
The Chinese Teachers at Trinity School run a Taichi Kung Fu Fan 
activity as scheduled at the School Pavilion with careful social 
distancing measures, such as personal registrations and careful 
sanitisation of equipment before and after use. 
  
The Taichi Kung Fu Fan dance absorbs the essence of traditional 
martial arts and combines the movements of taichi, along with different 
styles of martial arts by the waving of the fan. The taichi Kung Fu Fan 
can be described as ornamental, interesting and healthy and students 
were surprised by the wonder of Chinese culture. 

 

 

Student performing Taichi Kung Fu Fan Dance. 

After much practice, the students were divided into two groups and practiced 
together, creating their own unique ending poses which were designed by 
themselves so as to increase creativity. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

The Taichi Kung Fu Fan Dance has been accomplished successfully and 
teachers were pleased with this activity and received extremely warm 
feedback from students. Students marvelled at the taichi kungfu fan and 
many students asked whether there would be similar activities in the future. 
 
- Peishu Lin 
Head of Mandarin 
Trinity School of John Whitgift  

 

 

Dr. Meng - Yin Lin from Dartford Grammar School in 
Kent, has successfully designed a way of restoring 
classroom spirt after the school's planned school trip to 
China was cancelled. 
 
An Innovative project was put into place, based 
on Classroom reflections. 
  
Since returning to school as a MEP Teacher I have been thinking about how 
to bring some normality back to my year 9 students, whose Intensive 
learning trip to China was sadly cancelled.  To restore the MEP spirit - 
working together for excellence, I came up with asking students to imagine if 
they were year 7’s Mandarin tutors, what materials would they create? The 
‘brain – storming’ session was relaxed and the students had fun being 小老
师 (the little teacher), who would re – cap on previously taught topics. Most 
importantly, students were excited about their team name and took it very 
seriously (see images below of the materials created can be seen below). 



  

  

After collecting the work, I was amazed by their ICT skills and the amount of 
high quality work they created as a team, I feel teachers can learn from them 
too. The contents include: repeat after me voice recording, revision strategies, 
fun facts in China and clear learning goals they set for year 7 students’. The 
greatest part of being a teacher is to know that students’ potential never fails to 
surprise you. I revisited my teaching focus to understand how student process 
the lesson and what catches their attention. 
Thanks to Kay McLeod from IOE Confucius Institute for her continued 



 

encouragement and advice, this made me confident and helped me decide to 
put this project forward. I am also glad that this idea and my resources were 
shared with the Mandarin teaching community in the IOE Autumn MEP teacher 
meetings.   
 
- Dr. Meng-Yin Lin 
Mandarin teacher and Confucius Classroom Manager    
Dartford Grammar School 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 

TEACHING COMMUNITY 

 

 

Hanban teacher Wendy Wang Di kindly took time out of 
her busy schedule for a quick interview, describing 
her experiences so far teaching Dartford Grammar 
School... 

Q1.What was your motivation for applying for the programme, and is 
working in the UK what you expected?  
 
As a teacher, I’m eager to understand various areas of education in many 
different backgrounds and find out which is the most suitable for our 
students.  

Although I had heard and read the experiences from my friends, teaching in 
the UK is surprisingly different. I see a great difference about languages, the 
curriculum and students’ timetables.  



 

Despite the fast-paced environment, I have been supported by the Chinese 
department in Dartford Grammar School.  

 

Wendy celebrating her birthday with MFL colleagues. 

Q2. You are now experienced working with a younger and older year 
group. How do you engage them when preparing materials for a 
different age group?  

At Dartford Grammar School, I covered support sessions and enrichment 
from Year 7 to Year 13. Different grades have their own characteristics. 

Our younger Year 7 to Year 9 students are very keen and interested in new 
things. As a teacher, I need to draw their attention via the interests they 
have. We have Chinese culture club for Year 7 & Year 8 to help with this. 

Year 10 & Year 12 students need to improve the application of language. For 
example, Year 10 students should take part in the HSK3 exam. Year 11 & 
Year 13 students will take their GCSE and IB exams which are very similar 
to “Zhongkao” and “Gaokao” in China. So, the students need more practice 
on the exam skills in listening, speaking, reading and writing.  
 
Q3: What advice you would give to the future Hanban teacher?  



 

First, you must have a strong psychological quality to deal with emergencies. 
For example, how to maintain a positive and optimistic attitude during the 
epidemic. 
 
Second, you need to accept cultural differences. This might sound easy 
when you are in your home country, however I found cultural differences are 
everywhere in my life now, small things like word choice in English and 
greetings to colleagues on the corridors. After two years, I can confidently 
deliver a ‘life in the UK’ culture lesson when return to my students in China.  

 

 

Dr. Meng -Yin Lin Confucius Classroom Manger at Dartford Grammar 
School tells us more about Wendy...  
 
I am impressed with Wendy's strong qualities to work in such a fast paced 
school in this extremely challenging time, but whenever I see her, she is 
always calm, efficient, and has a smile on her face. Our students have 
benefited from her meticulous teaching resources, from Chinese Moon 
bunny craft work to preparation for HSK 3 exams. Wendy targets different 
year group’s needs and interests, guiding students in Chinese lessons step 
by step. 
 
Wendy never stops improving herself in many ways, she attends every 
department meeting which take place after school.  She sits in on different 
teachers’ lessons because she is keen to learn various teaching techniques 
and pedagogy so her students in China can benefit from her experience in the 
UK classroom.  
Dartford Grammar School is lucky to have you, thank you Wendy! 
 
- Dr. Meng-Yin Lin 
Confucius Classroom Manger  
Dartford Grammar School 

 

 

 

 

UPCOMING EVENTS 
 



 

Thursday 14th January 2021 Hanban teachers online CPD training 
 
 
Monday 18th January 2021 Upskilling Level 1 Workshop 2 
 
 
Monday 1st February 2021  Upskilling Level 2 Workshop 2 
 
 
Friday 5th February 2021  UCL IOE CC Manager Meeting 
 
 
Tuesday 9th February 2021 Subject Matter Expert MP: Seminar 3 

 
  

Thursday 11th February 2021 Upskilling Level 3 Workshop 4 
  
  
Friday 12th February 2021 Early Career MP: Online Workshop 3 

 

 

 
DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING THAT YOU WOULD 

 
LIKE TO SHARE IN THE NEXT NEWSLETTER?   

SEND IT TO US VIA THE EMAIL ADDRESS BELOW. 
  

chinesenetworks@ucl.ac.uk 
 

 

 

Our mailing address is:  
 

IOE Confucius Institute for Schools 
UCL Institute of Education 
University College London 
20 Bedford Way, London 

WC1H 0AL 
UK 
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